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Abstract— In the world of network security, hetnet security is upcoming task in the era of evolution of fifth generation around
2020. The mobile device usage to handle cellular data which needs high level of security is increasing day by day.This data is
used for various applications in different fields extensively, hence the attacks in an attempt to break security breach is also
increasing. It is essential to provide security for network formed by small cells like picocell, femtocell and microcell. This
paper deals with one of the approach to provide security to heterogeneous network from black hole kind of attack based on
performance evolution using simulation of various network parameters in matlab to provide end to end authentication and
security. The security to femtocell or picocell in hetnet not only help to send data at high speed in millimeter range but also
increase coverage, capacity and efficiency of the network and reduce power requirement up to the greater extent. The
heterogeneous network security solution focuses on how data level and network level security can be achieved by improving
hetnet parameters to reduce the level of security breach and to achieve desired security.
Keywords— HetNet, Communication node, Attacks, Routing Protocol, Security
Nomenclature:-- SOLSR: Secured Open Link State Protocol, MPR: Main Primary Route, TTL: Time to Live Field.
HetNet: Heterogeneous Network RSA: Rivest-Shamir-Adleman, asymmetric cryptographic algorithim.
IoT: Internet of Things, M2M: Machine to Machine, WILL-ALWAYS: Field
I. Introduction
When macrocell is divided into microcell, picocell and
femtocell, that network of small cells is called heterogeneous
network. Initially transmission power requirement was very
large because of usuage of only macro cell network. Now as
cell is divided into small size and use of relays made
communication faster with increased data handling capacity
in 4G which will enhance the data rate [1]. It is supported by
huge spectrum of millimeter wave technology in multipoint
communication.The data and network security became very
crucial as users and data demand is increasing exponentially.
The security solution must take into consideration type of
attack, level of security required based on security strength,
available
security
mechanism,
practicability
and
interoperability of available security mechanism. This is
because wireless channel is highly insecure due to its time
varying nature. Various types of attacks are possible on
mobile network in the interest of modify, steal, replay, spoof
and eavesdrop important and confidential data [15]. Black
hole kind of attack is one good example of it. End to end
communication security in millimeter range is vital from
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black hole type of attack for high speed, reliable, secure
communication for maintaining confidentiality, integrity, and
authenticity of the data which is need of applications like
IoT, M2M communication in fifth generation. Secure
optimum link state routing protocol is implemented to
improve the network performance.Secured and shortest path
is found by analysis of transgression of intermediate node
before forwarding the packets. Compared with other
approaches communication overheads are reduced and other
parameters like packet detection ratio, packet delivery ratio
are also improved than two hop acknowledgement, watchdog
and other methods [5].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related
work information is explained in section II. Methodology or
proposed algorithim is explained in section III. Results and
related discussion is done in section IV.Concluding remarks
are given in section V.
II. Related Work
In computer networks, end to end secure communication can
be achieved by routing data from one node to another node
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by finding best shortest path using algorithms like Dijkstra’s
and routing tables are updated accordingly. Link state
protocol maintains routing table, topology table and neighbor
table. Network performance for implemented security
protocol can be tested using various network parameters
against attacks like Black Hole. Same analogy is used in the
existing paper for mobile network of small cells that is
HetNet to route data to base station from mobile device
through various relay nodes and vice-versa.Network
parameters are improved in the implemented protocol
SOLSR solution, when compared with the results in the
computer network [5]. These are shown in figures of result
and in tabular form.
III. Methodology
When two nodes want to communicate, it is possible that
packet or message may get dropped, intercepted, modified,
replay when transmitted by eavesdropper. Performance
evaluation is done based on active and proactive approach [3].
Here data is encrypted as well as decrypted. Public and
private keys are generated for a session by secured link state
routing protocol. Private keys are used for signing and
decryption while public keys are used for verification and
decryption. Best path is found between source and destination
using routing algorithim like Dijkstra’s and after then data is
send from source node to destination node through various
intermediate nodes and routed to the base station. Secured
link state routing protocol developed and implemented as one
of the security solution in the heterogeneous network. Various
parameters are simulated in matlab and their performance is
compared with existing simulation results for improvement in
security [5]. Proposed protocol is derived from mobile adhoc
networks. Neighbor nodes and possible link failures are
determined to choose best path between source and
destination. Neighbour discovery route information, and
neighbor table updated accordingly. Each node advertises link
state packet for routing table or route updation. In our
approach we have number of packets received, packet
delivery ratio, average delay, and communication overhead
like parameters which are analyzed with or without attack.
While broadcasting information to nodes, fields used are
packet type identifier, address of broadcasting node, IP
address, time to live field(TTL) value for increment and
decreament of counter after response when it is greater than
zero, zone radius, link state matrix, sequence number,
certification, which is done by certification authority,
timestamp, expiry of certificate, signature and encryption
key, verification and decryption key,source address,
destination address, neighbor id, insert time, and route
metrics. In mobile adhoc network nodes are arranged without
strict top down administration. Each node within routing zone
advertises link state packet. First key is acquired then
encryption is done. Packet validity is verified and decryption
is done before extraction. Then data is transmitted. In black
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hole attack, request is received, response is spoofed,
destination address, sequence number is set to high value, and
hop counter is set to small value. Intermediate node sends
response to source.Source node updates routing table and uses
new route. When intercepted, data will be dropped by black
hole node. New path nodes between source and destination
unable to communicate because of intermediate node attack is
called black hole attack.The black hole node prepares ‘HI’
message in which the field willingness is set to ‘WILL_
ALWAYS’ from the black hole node X. The source node S
selects X as Main Primary Route (MPR) and updates its
routing table accordingly. In order to reach destination node
D, packet must pass through X acting as intermediate node
which will drop them. In cooperative black hole attack if node
S asks X2 which is the next hop of X1 and if it is the valid
route to the destination node D we can say X2 is cooperating
with X1. Its further response will be positive. Consequently
the source node S assumes that the route (S: X1: X2) are
secure and starts sending packets through this unsecure route.
Once intercepted, packet will be dropped by X1. The type of
attack is called cooperative black hole attack. [5].
IV. Results and Discussion

Figure 1. Black hole attack [5]
From figure1, among various routes, path chosen from
source node S through node M-S-T as a main primary route
to destination node D for data represented by word ‘Hi.’
Neighbour discovery packet helps to find neighbour node by
sending link state packet. If Packet sent by eavesdropper
detected, it will be dropped in the black hole kind of attack.

Figure 2. Cooperative Black Hole Attack [5]
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From figure 2, if route is through S-R-S-D, but X1 in
cooperation with X2 receives data as a trusted user for packet
as S-X1-X2-S-D. But when detected packet will be dropped
as acooperative black hole attack.

Figure 3. Plot of Received Packets vs. Time
It is clear from ‘figure 3', when there is attack zero packets
are received and received packets are increased at constant
rate after certain time period that is 100seconds when
original rate is compared with or without attack and using
SOLSR.

Fig. 4. Plot of Received Packets vs. Time
It is clear from ‘figure 4’ that inspite of attack on data packet
encrypted with RSA,received packets are transmitted at
constant rate after 100 seconds using SOLSR plus attack and
without attack.
© 2018, IJCSE All Rights Reserved

Fig. 5. Plot of Packet Delivery Ratio vs. Time
From ‘figure 5’ packet delivery ratio using SOLSR is more
than 96% which is much better than original. While it is
100% when there is no attack. It is zero percent with attack.

Fig. 6. Plot of Packet Delivery Ratio vs. Time
From ‘figure 6’ packet delivery ratio is above 80% after 300
seconds for SOLSR with attack which is better than RSA
encryption plus attack. When no attack is there it is 100%.
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Figure 7. Plot of Average Delay
. From ‘figure 7’ average delay goes on reducing with
implementation of optimum link state protocol with attack as
compare to original delay with RSA Encryption in presence
of attack.

Figure 8. Plot of Total Network Load
From ‘figure8’ it is clear that total network load with
implementation of SOLSR is less when compared with
original and black hole attack. It is 275 kbps at 250 seconds
for SOLSR and 350kbps at 250 seconds.
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Figure 9. Plot of Communication Overhead
From ‘figure 9’ it is clear that communication overheads are
less with implementation of SOLSR than original. It is
5700bits/sec at 400seconds while it is 7800bits per second at
400 seconds originally.

Figure 10. Plot of Communication Overhead
From ‘figure 10’ it is clear that communication overheads are
less with implementation of SOLSR with attack than original
with RSA Encryption and attack. It is 6800bits/sec at 400
seconds while it is 7800 bits per second at 400 seconds
originally with RSA Encryption and attack.
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Figure 11. Histogram Packet Detection Ratio
From ‘figure 11’ it is clear that packect detection ratio is
88% with SOLSR in presence of attack while it is 55% with
original in presence of RSA Encryption and attack. Table 1
and Table 2 show SOLSR with Attack.
Table -1 Simulation Results
Sr.
Time
Received
Packet
No.
(Seconds)
Packet(Seconds)
Delivery
Ratio (%)
1
50
0.23
62(not shown)
2
100
0.32
65
3
150
0.35
68
4
200
0.37
70
5
250
0.375
78
6
300
0.38
80
7
350
0.38
85
8
400
0.38
90
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required are less. In cooperative mode instead of checking all
acknowledgements few acknowledgements can be checked to
improve packet delivery ratio, reduction of average delay and
low network load can be maintained. Authenticated, end to
end delay and acknowledgement based approach checks
correct forwarding of packets by intermediate nodes. Packet
detection ratio is above 85%. Thus security solution using
SOLSR in this paper gives one of the optimum security
solutions when implemented. Mobile network has to deal
with various kinds of attack so it is always challenging to
provide data and network security in HetNet. Though various
security solutions are available by various information
technology and telecom companies in the world and
academics still it is open issue for research in next generation
networks. In future handoff security task if achieved for
Hetnet along with other securities in millimeter range,
reliable, ultra high speed, secure, and hundreds of gigabits per
second communication is possible in fifth and next generation
networks.
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